Paris Shirley
Software Developer

(210) 254 - 4584
shirleyp1097@gmail.com

Creative Software Developer with a B.A. in Art and minor in computing and
digital technologies. Programming courses taken while pursuing a degree in
film inspired the shift to seeking out a career in technology. Eager to leverage
a driven entrepreneurial spirit as an intrapreneur and look for innovative
ways to support the dev team at your company.

LinkedIn/ParisShirley

Development Projects
GitHub/ParisShirley

Technical Skills
HTML, CSS, Bootstrap,
Python, JavaScript, jQuery,
Java SE, Java EE (Servlets, JSP),
Spring, Thymeleaf, MySQL, SQLite
Object-Oriented Programming,
Test-Driven Development, Version
Control with Git, Paired
Programming

Education
Codeup
Certificate of Completion
Jul 2021 - Jan 2021
A fully-immersive, project-based,
and intensive 22-week Full-Stack
Java Career Accelerator that
provides students with 670 hours of
expert instruction in software
development.
University of Notre Dame
Bachelor of Arts
Aug 2016 - Dec 2020
Completed four years of
undergraduate studies with a focus
in Film and Television
Minored in Computing and Digital
Technologies

Intellifridge
This capstone project is a Spring Boot web application that tracks the contents
of any potential user's fridge, along with the expiration date of each food item.
The back-end was written primarily in Java while the front-end utilized HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript.
Ad Lister Project
The AdLister Project is a Craigslist style web application that lets users
perform CRUD operations. It was written in Java, and conformed to the MVC
design pattern. It used Servlets with JSPs, JDBC, and MySQL. This was a
group project..
Weather Map API Project
Built a JavaScript application that gave a 5 day weather forecast for the area
that the user searched or clicked on the map using both the Mapbox API and
OpenWeatherApp API. This was a solo programming effort that was built using
HTML/CSS/Javascript/jQuery.
Movie DataBase
Utilized the OMDb API with JavaScript, to allow users the ability to search,
add, edit, and delete their own personal movie list.

Professional Experience
Entrepreneurial Pursuit
Reseller / Jun 2018 - Present
● Analyze trends and purchase curated items to be resold on various
eCommerce websites
● Leverage SEO to drive traffic to the site and boost sales
● Developed marketing campaigns through producing targeted video
content on social media channels
Colorado Rapids - Denver, CO
Digital Media Intern / Jun 2019 - Aug 2019
●
●
●
●

Edited and produced video content for use on various digital and
social media platforms
Shot with DSLR and phone cameras during games, practices, and
other team events
Utilized communication and teaming skills to partner and collaborate
with other creatives on larger projects
Wrote game recap and preview articles for use on official team
website

